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front wheel alignment - caphector.com

Measure the distance from the ground to the center of the rear axle beam mounting bolt. NOTICE: Before inspecting the wheel alignment, adjust the vehicle.Missing: 
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SA-5 SUSPENSION AND AXLE



-



FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT



FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT



Front:



SA1CK-13



INSPECTION 1. MEASURE VEHICLE HEIGHT Vehicle height: Tire size



Front*1 mm (in.)



P175/65R14



187 (7.36)



Rear*2



mm (in.)



264 10.39)



*1:



Front measuring point Measure the distance from the ground to the head center of the front side lower suspension arm mounting bolt. *2: Rear measuring point Measure the distance from the ground to the center of the rear axle beam mounting bolt. NOTICE: Before inspecting the wheel alignment, adjust the vehicle height to the specified value. If the vehicle height is not the specified value, try to adjust it by pushing down on or lifting the body.



Rear:



F14117



2. Gauge Alignment Tester



INSTALL CAMBER-CASTER-KINGPIN GAUGE OR POSITION VEHICLE ON WHEEL ALIGNMENT TESTER Follow the specific instructions of the equipment manufacturer. 3. INSPECT CAMBER, CASTER AND STEERING AXIS INCLINATION Camber, caster and steering axis inclination: Right-left error



-0 °37’ ± 45’ (-0.62° ± 0.75°) 45’ (0.75°) or less



Manual steering Power steering



0°48’ ± 45’ (0.80° ± 0.75°) 1°46’ ± 45’ (1.77° ± 0.75°)



Right-left error



45’ (0.75°) or less



Right-left error



10°08’ ± 45’ (10.13° ± 0.75°) 45’ (0.75°) or less



Camber Z03382



Caster



Steering axis inclination



If the caster and steering axis inclination are not within the specified values, after the camber has been correctly adjusted, recheck the suspension parts for damaged and/or worn out parts. 4. ADJUST CAMBER NOTICE: After the camber has been adjusted, inspect the toe-in. (a) Remove the front wheel.



2002 ECHO (RM884U)
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SA-6 SUSPENSION AND AXLE



-



FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT



(b)



Remove the 2 nuts on the lower side of the shock absorber. If reusing the bolts and/or nuts, coat the threads of nuts with engine oil. (c) Clean the installation surfaces of the shock absorber and the steering knuckle. (d) Temporarily install the 2 nuts. F07339



(e) 







(f) (g) (h) HINT:



: Use with adjusting bolt



Adjust the camber by pushing or pulling the lower side of the shock absorber in the direction in which the camber adjustment is required. Tighten the nuts. Torque: 132 N·m (1,350 kgf·cm, 97 ft·lbf) Install the front wheel. Torque: 103 N·m (1,050 kgf·cm, 76 ft·lbf) Check the camber.







Try to adjust the camber to the center of the specified value.  Adjusting value for the set bolts is 6’ - 30’ (0.1° - 0.5°). If the camber is not within the specified value, using the following table, estimate how much additional camber adjustment will be required, and select the camber adjusting bolt. NOTICE: Tighten the adjusting bolt with a washer and a new nut.



1 2



F07326



Set Bolt



Adjusting Bolt



Bolt 90105-14140



Adjusting Value



1



2



90105-14146



90105-14147



1 Dot



2 Dots



1



2



1



2



15’ 30’ 45’ 1°00’ F07372
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SA-7 SUSPENSION AND AXLE
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-



FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT



Do the steps mentioned above again. At step (b), replace 1 or 2 selected bolts.



HINT: When replacing the 2 bolts, replace 1 bolt for each time.



A



5. INSPECT TOE-IN Toe-in:



B D



Toe-in (total)



Front



A + B: 0° ± 12’ (0° ± 0.2°) C - D: 0 ± 2 mm (0 ± 0.08 in.)



If the toe-in is not within the specified value, adjust it at the rack ends. 6. ADJUST TOE-IN (a) Remove the rack boot set clips.



C SA3213



(b) (c)



Loosen the tie rod end lock nuts. Turn the right and left rack ends by an equal amount to adjust the toe-in.



HINT: Try to adjust the toe-in to the center of the specified value.



F07336



(d)



(e)



Make sure that the lengths of the right and left rack ends are the same. Rack end length difference: 1.5 mm (0.059 in.) or less Torque the tie rod end lock nuts. Torque: 47 N·m (480 kgf·cm, 35 ft·lbf) Place the boots on the seats and install the clips.



(f) HINT: Make sure that the boots are not twisted. F07337



A



B



B



7. INSPECT WHEEL ANGLE Turn the steering wheel fully and measure the turning angle. Wheel turning angle:



A



Front



A: Inside B: Outside SA0028



Manual steering



Power steering



Inside wheel



36°56’ ± 2° (36.94° ± 2°)



36°56’ ± 2° (36.93° ± 2°)



Outside wheel: Reference



32°07’ (32.12°)



32°17’ (32.28°)



If the right and left inside wheel angles differ from the specified value, check the right and left rack end lengths.
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Front Wheel Alignment Adjusting Procedure 

Front Wheel Alignment Adjustment Procedure (cont'd). NOTE: ... the dial center of the adjusting cam. ... Adjust the camber and toe at the same time on one.
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front wheel - Honda CTX200 

Support the motorcycle securely using a hoist or work stand. ... Faulty steering head bearing ... Place the front master cylinder on the handlebar and install the.
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front wheel - Honda CTX200 

Front axle nut. 60 N.m (6.0 kg.m, 43 ft-lb). Handlebar upper holder bolt. 27 N.m (2.7 kg.m, 20 ft-lb). Handlebart lower holder nut. 26 N.m (2.6 kg.m, 19 ft-lb).
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FT-817 Alignment - F6CSX 

RF-gain knob : Fully clockwise. SQL : Fully counterclockwise. ATT / IPO / CTCSS / DCS : Off. Output power : High. AGC : Auto. Break-in : On CW Keyer : Off.
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Quick & Easy Polar Alignment 

the finderscope aligned correctly can be a puzzling chore if you're doing it ... alt-azimuth or alt-az mount, allows you to move your .... This can be tricky to judge ...
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Alignment Procedures 

and from the tail end of the aircraft to insure that the air- ... wings, you merely have a rigging problem on your hands. ... an assembly of 125 airfoil sections. It's not ...
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ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE 

1. AT560ZHBAE BRFC165614G R:CARBON FIXED CHIP(1608). 560 1/16W J TAPE. R221. 1. AT560ZHBAE BRFC165614G R:CARBON FIXED CHIP(1608).
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Wheel Diameter 

ELECTRIC BICYCLE METER KTâ€”LCD3 Product User Manual. - 1 -. Contents. Prefaceâ€¦ ... Battery Capacity Indicatorâ€¦ ..... Error Code Displayï¼š. When the electronic control system of the electric vehicle fails, and the meter will automatically ...
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Page 1 FRONT FRONT FRONT FRONT FRONT FRONT U.S. S 11.95 ... 

Largeurs des tissus donnÃ©es en centimetres. TOP A HAUTA. 45" B& B& 58 l 114 114 114 138 138 115" 0.6 06 0.6 10 1.2 1.2 1.2 13 1.3. 60y %. 58, 58 58 5s.
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FRONT 

ExpÃ©rience au niveau de gestion de DNS et de l'hÃ©bergement. â€¢ ExpÃ©rience quant Ã  l'optimisation des performances de sites. â€¢ CompÃ©tence en maintenance. â€¢ CompÃ©tence bonus : DÃ©veloppement IOS/Android. â€¢ Communication aisÃ©e. â€¢ Capacit
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Front 

SBD CaSSME DAT. ZERO. Disc 1. 01 - intro. 02 - Baby, Baby. 03 - Tangled Hangers. 04 - The Core. 05 - Little Wing. 06 - Tear Tags OFF Mattresses. Disc 2.
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Wonder Wheel 

When Mickey sees Ginny walking forlornly alone on the beach one night, he approaches her, ... was born, but when I went it was still pretty exciting,â€� he says. ...... In addition, Aronson co-executive-produced THE SPANISH PRISONER, written ...
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Sweeney's Wheel 

Sweeney's Wheel. Traditionnel - Arrangements Lionel GuÃ©ganton. F. ##. D. A. G. D. A. D. T. A. B. ^. ^. U. 2. U. 0. U. 2. U. 4. U. 2. U. 0. U. 2. U. 5. U. 2. U. 0. U. 2. U.
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Measure Your Business-IT Alignment 

Dec 11, 2004 - Educating line management on technology's possibilities ... focus of my book, Competing in the Information Age: Align in the Sand (Oxford University Press, 2003). ... have become fundamental aspects of corporate success.
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Bullets For Alignment 

On all the excellent material that. I've seen presented in SPORT. AVIATION and Amateur Build- ers Manuals, I've never read anything on assembly and rigging ...
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larswm Mouse Reference (Button4 = wheel up, Button5 = wheel down 

Shift-Control-Alt Resize Window. Lower Window. Zoom Window. Move Left. Move Right. Control-Alt. Put Back. Put Aside/Back Put Aside. Put Back. Put Aside.
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Wheel Building - PetitDragon999 

This is purely a commercial decision because the market for hand ... normal viewing resolution they can be zoomed in using your PDF reading software for ...
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front fork front fork 

it bottoms out and then pull it back quickly b. â—‹ Repeat this step until the inner tube can be pulled out from the outer tube. EC553311. Damper rod. 1. Remove:.
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Alignment Procedures - Size 

It does away with the engineering and ... (there are hundreds of sections), but it does present those ... one of the few books available on U. S. Marine Corps.
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PLL Alignment - QSL.net 

PLL LO. â€¢ Frequency display: 8.0000MHz. PLL. Connect an RF Voltmeter. Adjust. OUTPUT. â€¢ LSB General mode to L13. to maximum. LEVEL output: 400mV-.
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Measuring Alignment - Computerworld 

May 7, 2001 - Measuring Alignment - Computerworld http://www.computerworld.com/printthis/2001/0,4814,60. .... [email protected]. The Luftman Model.
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Tail Wheel Tug 

casters and a little ingenuity. Those aircraft have a smaller diameter wheel, so in the case of the Sonex, the scooper cradles the wheel from the other side. Also ...
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ATS-909 Modification and Alignment 

Jul 9, 2009 - Finer SSB tuning (makes steps smaller, but you lose some ability to tune between 1 kHz increments); 4.7k for 10 Hz steps. Replace ceramic ...
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Craft & Technique: The Wheel 

and auto panels in the 20th century, ... teacher, an Irishman named Harry .... Version 4.0 now available ..... ror, but after accounting for the den- .... 21st century.
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